Call for Proposals to Host IASC Events 2020-2022

The International Association for the Study of the Commons (IASC) is accepting preliminary proposals from individuals/organizations interested in

Hosting an IASC Workshop, Conference, or Event

IASC Meetings bring together commons scholars and practitioners from around the world. The benefits of hosting these conferences for your organization include an expanded network of both global and regional commons scholars, substantial organizational capacity building, and a major opportunity to place a spotlight on the needs of people dependent on commons in your region.

The proposal should include the following detailed information:

1. Title of the event

2. Proposed event themes and sub-themes / aims

3. Name and affiliation of organizers
   - Name of the institution or organization that is carrying out the event and give reasons to why it has been chosen.
   - Exemplify the organizers’ possibilities to hold this event. Mention experience, academic, administrative and logistic capacities and personnel

4. Event Team
   - Main people involved and their roles before, during, and after the event
   - Brief description of past events organized by the team

5. Type of event
   - Conference / workshop
   - Thematic / Regional
   - In-person: describe the venue, stating why it is ideal / accessible for holding an event
   - Virtual: describe the format (e.g. livestream vs pre-recorded vs both; participant engagement opportunities)
   - Give proposed dates for the event
   - Estimated number of participants and countries

6. Proposed speakers

7. Projected budget
   - Include a brief explanation of expenses / income
   - Note IASC will not provide funding but will provide support. Please refer to Principles for organizing IASC events at iasc-commons.org.

Proposals must be submitted to Caren Burgermeister, IASC Executive Director at iasc@asu.edu.

For additional information, please contact Caren Burgermeister at iasc@asu.edu